PLATES

Conservation Mission 4
27 January – 8 February 2014
1: View of the workshop

2: N. Pantazidou, D. Domec repairing the leaves of MS UM-18

3: D. Domec repairing the leaves of MS UM-18

4: N. Sarris, M. Di Bella repairing the leaves of MS UM-18
5-9: Repairing the leaves of MS UM-18
10-13: Repairing the leaves of MS UM-18
14-17: Repairing the leaves of MS UM-18
18-22: Repairing the leaves of MS UM-18
23-25: Repairing the leaves of MS UM-18
26-28: Repairing the leaves of MS UM-18
29-31: Stretching the leaves of MS UM-18
32-35: Stretching the leaves of MS UM-18
36-39: Stretching the leaves of MS UM-18